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Spontaneous Lorentz violation due to a time-dependent expectation value for a massless scalar has been
suggested as a method for dynamically generating dark energy. A natural candidate for the scalar is a
Goldstone boson arising from the spontaneous breaking of a U�1� symmetry. We investigate the low-
energy effective action for such a Goldstone boson in a general class of models involving only scalars,
proving that if the scalars have standard kinetic terms then at the classical level the effective action does
not have the required features for spontaneous Lorentz violation to occur asymptotically �t! 1� in an
expanding Friedman-Robertson-Walker universe. Then we study the large N limit of a renormalizable
field theory with a complex scalar coupled to massive fermions. In this model an effective action for the
Goldstone boson with the properties required for spontaneous Lorentz violation can be generated.
Although the model has shortcomings, we feel it represents progress towards finding a high energy
completion for the Higgs phase of gravity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For a long time physicists hoped that the value of the
cosmological constant would be zero, since that might be
easier to understand than a small but a nonzero value. But
the inference of the existence of dark energy from the
supernova data, and its concordance with the cosmic mi-
crowave background, gravitational lensing and large-scale
structure data, continue to suggest otherwise. These obser-
vations give support to the 1987 prediction of Weinberg’s
that, all else being equal, the cosmological constant cannot
be orders of magnitude larger than the cold dark matter
component, otherwise galaxies would not have formed [1].
The discovery of only a single new particle at the Large
Hadron Collider—the Higgs boson—would also give sup-
port to the logical possibility of a landscape [2] in which
some of the otherwise seemingly unrelated parameters of
the standard model are strongly correlated in order that
atoms and galaxies can exist [3].

An alternate—and perhaps testable—possibility is that
there is a dynamical explanation for why the cosmological
constant is zero. The mechanism responsible for canceling
the expected large contributions from standard model par-
ticles could perhaps be tested by performing measurements
in our own universe. But then there are two remarkable
things to explain: what is the dark energy; and why it began
to dominate the evolution of the universe only recently. An
elegant explanation is provided by tracker [4] versions of
quintessence [5]. However, they tend to give the wrong
equation of state for the dark energy. Another interesting
possibility is that the energy scale of the dark energy is tied
to the neutrino mass [6].

The work of [7] rules out an explanation for why the
cosmological constant is zero, where the vacuum expecta-
tion value of a field relaxes to a value that cancels the
‘‘bare’’ cosmological constant. It has been suggested that
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topology-changing configurations in Euclidean quantum
gravity force the cosmological constant to be zero [8].
See however, [9].

The ‘‘ghost condensation’’ or ‘‘Higgs phase of gravity’’
proposal [10] provides a nontrivial scenario in which the
dark energy arises dynamically from a time-dependent
scalar field. There has been considerable recent interest
in this proposal. See for example [11].

The starting point for ghost condensation is the existence
of a scalar with a shift symmetry

�! �� � (1)

that guarantees that the effective action for� involves only
derivatives acting on �:

S �
Z
d4xL�@���: (2)

Such a theory admits solutions of the form

� � ct (3)

where c is a constant. For a free theory in an expanding
universe, these solutions become irrelevant at late times. In
a nontrivial theory though, they can be important [10].

The effective action that generates such solutions has the
form

L � P�X� (4)

where X � �@���
2 and we have ignored any operators

involving two or more derivatives on �, since they do
not contribute to the equations of motion for solutions of
the form (3). However, depending on the form of P, in an
expanding universe not all of these solutions for X will
remain static. The equation of motion for X is

@��a3P0�X�@��� � 0 (5)
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FIG. 2. Another possibility for a nontrivial effective action
with an asymptotically Lorentz-violating solution, but no ghost
near the origin.
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where a�t� is the scale factor. Focusing on solutions that
depend only on time,

P0�X�@0� �
~c

a3 : (6)

The subsequent evolution of X depends on the form of P. If
there is a nearby point X� where

P0�X�� � 0; (7)

then X will be driven to X� [10]. Such points with
P00�X��> 0 have the correct sign for the two-time deriva-
tive term in the Lagrangian for small fluctuations in �.
Furthermore, the operator ����2 must be present with a
negative coefficient to avoid any spatial instabilities [10]. If
P�X�� is negative, as in Fig. 1, then the dark energy is
positive. By contrast, if P0 has no zeros, say P� Xn for
some range of X, then in that interval P�X� � a�6n=�2n�1�

and P�X� becomes increasingly irrelevant at late times.
In the example provided in Fig. 1, the slope near the

origin is negative so the theory has a ghost. One might be
concerned whether such a ghost could be generated in a
theory that at a fundamental level does not have one. It is
also possible that there exists an X� where P0�X�� � 0 but
that near the origin the slope is positive. An example of
such a P is provided in Fig. 2.

In this paper we investigate whether a renormalizable
field theory with a spontaneously broken U�1� symmetry
can generate a P of either form for the Goldstone boson,�.
In particular, we will ask whether there can exist solutions
with P0 � 0 when the underlying field theory is taken to
have standard kinetic terms for its fields.

We first consider integrating out the heavy degrees of
freedom at the classical level and give a short proof that the
spontaneous breaking of a global U�1� symmetry in a
general theory of interacting massive scalars does not
lead to a P�X�with any extrema. Then we go on to consider
a case where the complex scalar, whose vacuum expecta-
tion value spontaneously breaks the U�1� symmetry, cou-
X

P(X)

FIG. 1. Nontrivial effective action with asymptotically
Lorentz-violating solution.
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ples to 2N massive fermions. We integrate out the fermions
in the large N limit and find that a P�X� for the Goldstone
boson like that shown in Fig. 1 can be generated at strong
coupling. Even though the theories we are considering are
renormalizable, they do require regularization, and hence a
cutoff. The model we constructed does not provide a
conventional high energy theory for the Higgs phase of
gravity because the fermion masses are necessarily near
the ultraviolet cutoff of the full theory. Furthermore the low
energy theory for the Goldstone boson is unacceptable
because it contains a spatial instability. Despite these short-
comings, our work shows that a P�X� like that in Fig. 1 can
be generated from an underlying theory with normal ki-
netic terms.
II. CLASSICAL PHYSICS

To start with we consider the very simple example of a
single complex field � whose vacuum expectation value
(vev) spontaneously breaks a U�1� global symmetry. The
renormalizable Lagrangian is

L 0 � @���@���
�
4
�j�j2 � v2�2: (8)

It is convenient to parametrize the fields as

� �
�
v�

b���
2
p

�
ei�; (9)

where � is the Goldstone boson, chosen to not be canoni-
cally normalized. b is a massive field that we will integrate
out of the theory at the classical level to generate an
effective action for the Goldstone boson.

The theory has both a U�1� global symmetry—here
realized linearly—and a time translation invariance. The
solution

� � ct (10)
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preserves a linear combination of the time translation
symmetry and the nonlinearly realized shift symmetry
[10]. We are seeking solutions to the exact equations of
motion which respect that symmetry. Inspecting �, we
note that the magnitude of � though, is invariant only if
b is static. This means that we are looking for solutions to
the exact classical equations of motion in which b is static
and � is given by (10).

It is further convenient to define y �
���
2
p
bv� 1

2b
2. Note

that j�j2 � v2 � y and y 	 �v2. y � �v2 is a singular
point since there the U�1� is unbroken. In terms of these
variables

L �

�
1

2

�@�y�2

v2 � y
� X�v2 � y� �

�
4
y2

�
: (11)

Next we integrate out y classically, which amounts to
solving its classical equations of motion in terms of X.
As argued above, we assume that there is no time variation
in b. The solution is then

y � 2
X
�
: (12)

Substituting this solution for y back into the action gives
the effective action for X:

P�X� � X
�
v2 � 2

X
�

�
�

1

�
X2 � X

�
v2 �

X
�

�
: (13)

The effective action for X is monotonic and has no ex-
trema. In particular,

P0 � v2 � 2
X
�
� �v2 � y
X�� � ���: (14)

Notice that P0�X� is positive for all X. We now proceed to
show that at the classical level this will always be the case.

Consider a general U�1� theory with N scalar fields �i
each of charge qi (some of which may be zero) and

L � K � V: (15)

Here V is the most general potential consistent with the
global symmetry (it does not have to be renormalizable.).
K is the standard kinetic terms for the scalar fields

K �
X
i

@���i @
��i: (16)

For any value of each �i, there is a direction in field space
that keeps V constant. Promoting this direction, given by

�i ! �ie
iqi�; (17)

to a field �, identifies the Goldstone boson.
To obtain the effective action for �, we look for solu-

tions that preserve the unbroken combination of time trans-
lation and U�1� symmetries, so

�i � fi�X�e
iqi�: (18)

Recall, X � �@���2. fi is static, but may be complex and
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depend on X. The effective action for fi and X is

L �
X
i

q2
i jfij

2X� V
ffjg�: (19)

The equation of motion for f�i gives

q2
i Xfi �

@V
@f�i

: (20)

Solving the N equations determines fi�X�. The effective
action for X is then

P�X� �
X
i

q2
i Xjfi�X�j

2 � V
ffj�X�g� (21)

so that

P0�X� �
X
i

q2
i jfij

2 �
X
i

q2
i X
�
f�i
@fi
@X
� h:c:

�

�
X
i

�
@V
@fi

@fi
@X
� h:c:

�

�
X
i

q2
i jfij

2 	 0: (22)

In this class of theories, P is monotonically increasing.
From this expression we see that P can have an extrema
only if all the fields vanish: fi � 0. At this location the
U�1� global symmetry is unbroken and there is no
Goldstone boson. Note that,

P0�X� �
@K
ffig; X�

@X

��������fi�fi�X�
: (23)

(23) is also valid for any K that is analytic in @���i @
��i.

Equation (22) reproduces the previous result for P0 in the
one field model considered earlier, where, q � 1 and
jfj2 � j�j2 � v2 � y.

III. TOWARDS A HIGH ENERGY COMPLETION

The toy model we consider has a complex scalar � and
two Dirac multiplets of fermions  1 and  2. Under the
U�1� global symmetry, the scalar has charge �1 and the
fermions have charge �1 and �2 respectively. The model
also has a global SU�N� symmetry, where the fermions
each transform under the fundamental representation and
the scalar is neutral. We suppress the SU�N� indices on the
fermions.

The most general renormalizable Lagrangian, consistent
with these symmetries, is

L � @���@���
�
4
�j�j2 � v2�2 �

X
i�1;2

�i � i��@� i

�m 
� i i� � g� � 2 1 � g�� � 1 2: (24)

Note that all the fields have the conventional sign for their
kinetic terms. We have performed a field redefinition to
make g real and for simplicity have taken the two types of
fermions to have equal masses m .
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Loops involving the fermions and scalar self-
interactions generate an effective action for �. To generate
a ghostlike kinetic term for �, quantum corrections must
overcome the tree-level kinetic term. This implies that
perturbation theory is not valid. Hence we need the exact
effective action to conclude that quantum corrections have
flipped the sign of the kinetic term for �. The large
quantum corrections come from fermion loops. To have
control over these, we consider the limit N large with g2N
fixed. Corrections from the scalar self-interactions will be
treated classically, so we assume that � is small.

In the large N limit the only loop diagram that contrib-
utes to the effective action for � is given by Fig. 3 and is
proportional to g2N. All other diagrams are suppressed by
powers of 1=N, see for example [12]. (Actually, at leading
order there is also a two-loop diagram which contributes to
the cosmological constant).

To compute the effective action requires regularization
and renormalization of the parameters in the theory. We
use dimensional regularization and subtract using the MS
scheme. In the large N limit there is mass and wave
function renormalization for �, but none for either fer-
mion. The only renormalization of the coupling g is due to
the wave function renormalization of �. Denoting bare
quantities with a subscript ‘‘0’’ and those without as the
renormalized quantities, one has

��0�0 � Z���� g2
0Z� � g2��

�0Z2
� � ��� m2

�;0Z� � m2
� � �m

2
(25)

with the renormalized quantities implicit functions of the
subtraction scale � and d � 4� �. Then

Z� � 1�
g2N

8	2

�
2

�
� �E � ln�4	�

�
(26)

�m2 � �
3g2N

4	2 m
2
 

�
2

�
� �E � ln�4	�

�
: (27)

One finds the 
 function


�g� � �
�
2
gZ�: (28)
FIG. 3. Leading one-loop diagram contributing to effective
action for �.
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In the limit �! 0, one obtains the exact solution

1

g2���
�

1

g2��0�
�

N

4	2 ln
�
�
�0

�
: (29)

As expected, the theory has a Landau pole. One notes that
since there is only wave function renormalization of the
coupling g, g2��� is independent of �.

In terms of the renormalized quantities, the full effective
action for � is

Z
d4xLeff �

Z
d4p ~����p�G�p2� ~��p� �

Z
d4xV�j�j�

(30)

where

V � m2
�����

���
����

4
�����2; (31)

G�p2� � g2���
�
p2

g2���
�
Np2

4	2 ln
�m 

�

�

�
N

4	2

�
2m2

 �
1

2
p2

�Z 1

0
dy ln

�
1� y�1� y�

p2

m2
 

�

�
N

4	2m
2
 

�
1� 6 ln

�m 

�

���
(32)

and ~��p� denotes the Fourier transform of ��x�. Since the
effective action is exact, it should be independent of �.
Inspecting the above equation, there are several sources for
such a dependence. From the running of g, one sees that the
�-dependence of the first two terms in G cancel. In fact,
together they combine into p2=g2�m �. The other sources
inG of�-dependence is the over all dependence on g2���,
and in the term in the last line. The overall � dependence
proportional to g2��� cancels the wave function renormal-
ization of �. The� dependence of the last term is canceled
by the � dependence of the m2

� term in the potential.
Likewise, the other terms in the potential are � indepen-
dent. After shifting G�0� into the mass term, � and m2

� run
only by wave function renormalization.

The effective action has a cut beginning at the branch
point p2 � 4m2

 corresponding to fermion pair production.
For p2 less than this value we can power series expand in
p2=m2

 , transform to position space, then resum to get

L eff � ��G������ V�j�j�: (33)

Note that if the magnitude of � is frozen, then, ��! X.
The integral over the Feynman parameter y can be done
exactly for p2 < 4m2

 . One gets

G���� � g2���
�
��

g2�m �
�

N

4	2 m
2
 f���=m2

 �

�
(34)

with
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f�z� � �4� z�
�
�1�

������������
4� z
p

���
z
p arctan

� ���
z
p

������������
4� z
p

��
: (35)

Note that we have shifted G�0� into the renormalized mass
m2

� so that in (34) G�0� � 0.
We now expand the effective action in powers of �=m2

 .
For small z

f�z� � �
z
3
�
z2

20
�

z3

280
�

z4

2520
� � � � : (36)

Then

G���� � g2���
�

1

g2�m �
�

N

12	2

�
���� �O

�
�2

m2
 

�
:

(37)

Since the effective Lagrangian is independent of � (the
running of g2 is canceled by the wave function renormal-
ization) we are free to choose � � m . Introducing

� �
g2�m �N

12	2 � 1 (38)

the effective action for � at scales much below m is

L eff � ��@
���@��� V�����: (39)

Terms suppressed by powers of 1=m2
 have been dropped.

The important observation at this stage is that for large
enough coupling g2�m �N, i.e. � > 0, the field � has a
kinetic term with the wrong sign. This is one of our main
results. Quantum corrections from the fermions have gen-
erated a wrong-signed kinetic term. However, the large
coupling needed implies the fermion masses are near the
Landau pole. Nonetheless, our conclusions do not depend
on the use of dimensional regularization. In the appendix
we consider a general class of translation invariant regu-
lators that cutoff the momentum on the order of �. For
large enough bare coupling g2

0N and by having the fermion
masses m of order �, a wrong-signed kinetic term can be
generated.

Ifm is not treated as large, the model (33) does lead to a
minimum for P�X�. However, the dynamics of X [encoded
in P�X�] cannot be separated from the fermion mass m ,
and hence the cutoff. We therefore take the limit m large
and use the results of section II, where it was shown that
classically integrating out scalars coupled to � will always
generate a correction toP�X� that is monotonically increas-
ing. That will generate a P�X� of the form appearing in
Fig. 1, where the location of the minimum is now at a scale
much below the ultraviolet cutoff.

To illustrate how that can be done, we choose the
following simple model. We add a scalar S, also of charge
�1, and only consider mass mixing between � and S. Thus
to the Lagrange density (24) we add

�L � @�S�@�S�m2
SS
�S� h2S��� h2S�� (40)
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where we have made a phase redefinition on S so that h is
real and positive and further assume that h < mS. This
model is not realistic, because other interactions consistent
with the symmetries of the theory have not been included.
But the point here is just to illustrate that a toy model exists
which can generate a P�X� with a local minimum.

Solving for S at the classical level gives

S � �h2 1

��m2
S

� (41)

leading to

L eff � ��
�
��� h4

�
1

��m2
S

�
1

m2
S

��
�� V�����

(42)

where we have shifted a mass squared term for � into the
potential. The kinetic term for � can be rewritten as

��
��
��

h4

m4
S

�
��

h4

m4
S

�2

��m2
S

�
�: (43)

Note that by choosing the coupling g2N large enough and
� > h4=m4

S, one can maintain a wrong-signed kinetic term
for �. Defining

�0 � ��
h4

m4
S

> 0; (44)

the effective action for � is of the form

L eff � ��F������ V����� (45)

where

F�z� � ��0z�
h4

m4
S

z2

m2
S � z

: (46)

For z < m2
S the second term is a monotonically increasing

function of z.
Next we look for solutions to the exact effective action

of the form

� � �ei� (47)

where � � ct. We will assume that in this background h�i
is nonzero and constant, so that the U�1� symmetry is
broken.

For solutions with both X and � constant, the effective
action is

L eff � �2F�X� �m2
��

2 �
�
4
�4: (48)

We obtain the effective action for X by solving for � and
integrating it out. One finds that

�2 �
2

�
�F�X� �m2

�� (49)

and we assume that �m2
� � F�X�> 0. In terms of v2 �

�2m2
�=�, the vev of the potential at X � 0, one finds
-5
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P�X� � v2F�X� �
F�X�2

�
: (50)

Then

P0�X� � F0�X�v2

�
1�

2F�X�

�v2

�
� F0�X��2: (51)

Thus the sign and zeroes of P0 are the same as for F0. In
particular, with �0 > 0, P0�X � 0�< 0.

To determine the minimum of P and study its stability, it
is convenient to assume �0  1. This separates the scale
hXi from the scale ofmS or v, thus simplifying the analysis.
Then

F�X� � ��0X�
h4

m4
S

X2

m2
S

�O

�
X3

m4
S

�
(52)

has a local minimum at

X �
1

2�
�0m2

S�1�O��0��: (53)

So with �0  � ’ h4=m4
S < 1, hXi is much less than mS.

Inspecting the expression for P in (50), one notes that
the second term of O�F2� is subdominant to the first
contribution in the limit �02m2

S  ��v2: In this limit the
effective action for X simplifies to

P�X� ’ F�X�v2; (54)

and the minimum forX given by (53) is a local minimum of
P. Using (46) and (50), a graph of P�X� is given in Fig. 4
for �0 � 0:01,mS � 1, �v2=m2

S � 1=9 and h4=m4
S � 1=10.

P�X� is given in units of m2
Sv

2. The dark energy arising
from the time-dependence of � is of order �02v2m2

S=�: Of
course, in this toy model there is in addition a contribution
to the cosmological constant from the potential which must
be canceled.
0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
X

0.0005

0.001

0.0015

P (X)

FIG. 4. P�X� for �0 � 0:01, mS � 1, �v2=m2
S � 1=9 and

h4=m4
S � 1=10. P�X� is in units of m2

Sv
2.
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IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS

In this section we study the stability of our theory. Since
in an expanding universe X is driven to P0�X� � 0 at late
times [10], we focus on the dynamics at that point.

The model has two fluctuating degrees of freedom, �̂
and �̂ which are defined by expanding about the back-
ground expectation value of �,

� � ct� �̂; � � �0 � �̂ (55)

where � � ��0 � �̂�eict�i�̂. It is convenient to introduce
c� � c��0 and recall that X � c�c�. As discussed in the
previous section, c� and �0 are given by solving the
classical equations of motion. We assume the parameters
of the model are such that �0 � 0 and restrict our attention
to terms with up to two-time derivatives acting on the
fields.

We begin by studying the dynamics of �̂. About the
minimum of the potential it will have a positive mass
squared. Its dependence on X and the parameters of the
model is not needed here. For the stability analysis, it is
sufficient to determine terms in the effective action involv-
ing only two �̂ fields. DefiningD� � @� � ic�, the action
to quadratic order in �̂ is given by

L eff��� � �F��D2���
�
4
��2 � v2�2: (56)

With D2 � @2 � 2ic � @� c2, expanding the action about
D2 � �c2 to the four-spatial derivative and two-time de-
rivative levels gives, for the terms involving derivatives
only,

L eff��� � F00�c2��̂
�
�2�c � @�2 �

1

2
�2

�
�̂� � � � : (57)

We note that if F00�c2�> 0 then �̂ has a healthy two-time
derivative term.

The effective Lagrangian for �̂ has no two-gradient
terms. The leading gradient terms then come from the
second term involving four spatial derivatives and is

1

2
F00�c2��̂r4�̂: (58)

Since for stability of the kinetic energy (i.e. two-time
derivative term) we require that F00 > 0, the four-gradient
term has the wrong sign. The dispersion relation for �̂ is
then 4c2F00�c2�E2 � m2

� � F
00�c2�k4. The instability only

occurs at short wavelengths of order k4 ’ m2
�=F

00�c2�.
In this model the stability of the kinetic energy and the

gradient energy of �̂ place opposing requirements on the
curvature of F. Fortunately it is not difficult to enlarge the
model generating the correct sign for �̂’s two-gradient
term. For example, consider a massive real scalar S0 neutral
under the U�1� symmetry and the following Lagrangian

L S � �
1

2
S0�S0 �

1

2
m2
S0S
02 � g0S0���: (59)
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By integrating out S0 at the tree-level we obtain the follow-
ing effective Lagrangian

�Leff �
g02

2m2
S0

���
1

1��=m2
S0

��� (60)

which gives a healthy kinetic term to the radial mode at the
two-derivative level,

�Leff � �
g02

2m4
S0

��������� ! �
2g02�2

0

m4
S0

�̂��̂: (61)

We assume that the coefficient of this contribution is large
enough to stabilize �̂. Note that since S0 is neutral, the
above modification to the effective action for � is inde-
pendent of the Goldstone boson.

Next we turn to the stability condition for the Goldstone
field �̂. As before, we investigate the dynamics at P0 �
F0 � 0. Since we have stabilized �̂ in the preceding dis-
cussion, we ignore its fluctuations in discussing the stabil-
ity of the Goldstone boson.1 Then the effective action for �̂
is

L eff � �2
0e
�i�̂F��D2�ei�̂: (62)

The part of the effective action involving two �̂ fields is

L eff �
1

2
F00�c2�
�̂�2�̂� 4�̂�c � @�2�̂� � � � � : (63)

Here �̂ has the correct sign for its two-time derivative
kinetic term if P00 � F00�2

0 > 0. As in [10], its two-
derivative gradient term vanishes. Unfortunately, �̂ has
the wrong sign for its four-derivative gradient term since
P00 > 0. This leads to the dispersion relation (neglecting
terms involving E4 and k2E2) E2 ’ �k4=4c2, which has
instabilities at small k.

These spatial instabilities can be removed at the expense
of adding higher dimensional operators. One possibility is
to add

L �̂ � �
�0

2
������2 � h:c:; (64)

with �0 > 0. This operator contributes �P�X� � �0X2�4
0,

shifting the minimum of P�X� and �0, but not affecting
P0�X � 0�< 0. Expanding this operator (about the new
minimum) to quadratic order in small fluctuations for �̂,
one finds

�L�̂ � �0�4
0���̂�2�̂� 4�̂�c � @�2�̂� (65)

where we have dropped terms with more derivatives. Note
1Properly integrating out � does not change this conclusion.
From solving the classical equations of motion at the point
P0�c2� � 0, one finds an additional contribution to � involving
spatial gradients that is of the form �� / F00�0
e

�i�̂r4ei�̂ �
h:c:�. The point is that since ���r4�̂, inserting it back into the
action generates terms for �̂ involving six spatial derivatives.
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that with �0 > 0, this operator gives the correct sign to
terms involving four spatial derivatives and to terms in-
volving two time derivatives acting on �̂. Thus when
added to the Lagrangian with large enough coefficient, it
can remove the instability in the four-gradient term without
affecting the requirement that the kinetic energy term
involving two time derivatives is positive or the behavior
of P0�X � 0�. Although the operator in (65) is not renor-
malizable, it may be possible to generate it by integrating
out heavy degrees of freedom.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The Higgs phase of gravity or ghost condensation is an
interesting proposal for the dark energy. There the dark
energy arises dynamically from a time-dependent scalar
field � that spontaneously breaks Lorentz invariance. The
effective action for the � contains only derivatives of the
field so it is natural to hypothesize that � is the Goldstone
boson resulting from a spontaneously broken U�1� sym-
metry. It is conventional to introduce the notation X �
�@���

2 and use P�X� to denote the part of the
Lagrangian that contains single derivatives on �. Usually
the evolution of the universe redshifts away the energy
density stored in the time dependence of �. However, if
there is a value of X where P0�X� � 0 then Lorentz sym-
metry is broken asymptotically as t! 1 and the time
dependent scalar field is a candidate for the dark energy.
In Figs. 1 and 2 examples of such Lagrange densities are
shown. In the first case P0�0�< 0 which corresponds to a
wrong sign kinetic term for �.

In this paper we studied the possibility that the Higgs
phase of gravity is the low energy limit of an underlying
theory that is renormalizable, has standard kinetic terms for
its fields and spontaneously breaks a U�1� symmetry. In
particular we are interested in whether a P�X� of the form
shown in Fig. 1 or Fig. 2 can be generated by integrating
out the heavy degrees of freedom in such models.

Our results show that in a wide class of theories involv-
ing only scalars, the spontaneous breaking a global U�1�
symmetry leads, at the classical level, to an effective action
P�X� for the Goldstone boson that is always monotonically
increasing. While such an effective action can have solu-
tions that break Lorentz invariance, those solutions are not
relevant at late times in an expanding Friedman-Robertson-
Walker universe.

We examined a model where the field whose vev spon-
taneously breaks the global U�1� symmetry is coupled to
2N massive fermions and another complex scalar. In the
large N limit the effective action for the scalar field that
directly couples to the fermions can be computed exactly.
At large enough g2N, an effective action of the form
displayed in Fig. 1 is obtained.

Unfortunately this model is not a satisfactory high en-
ergy theory for two reasons. The theories we consider are
renormalizable but still require regularization via an ultra-
-7
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violet cutoff. Unlike in conventional theories, here we find
that the fermion masses cannot be taken to be small com-
pared with the cutoff.2 Second, there is a spatial instability
for the Goldstone boson. By extending the model consid-
ered in this paper, it may be possible to overcome the latter
difficulty. Our work is progress towards the goal of finding
high energy completions for low energy effective theories
with ghost condensation.
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APPENDIX

Since in the model of Sec. III the fermion masses were of
order the Landau pole, one might worry that the conclu-
sions of that section depend on the use of dimensional
regularization. In this Appendix we compute the effective
action for � using the Lagrangian in (24) but regulate the
theory with a momentum cutoff rather than with dimen-
sional regularization. We shall see that for a range of values
for m of order � and large enough bare coupling g2

0N,
quantum corrections to the effective action can generate a
wrong-signed kinetic term for �.

As before, at large N the Feynman diagram in Fig. 3 is
the exact quantum correction to the effective action for �.
To regulate the diagram we first Wick rotate both the
external and internal momenta into Euclidean space. At
the end of the computation, we Wick rotate the external
momentum back to Minkowski signature. To preserve
translation invariance, we regulate the Euclidean space
propagators by modifying them accordingly [13],

1

�k� p�2 �m2
 
!

1

�k� p�2 �m2
 

K
�k� p�2=�2�

(A1)

where K
x� ! 0 for large x. To begin with, the regulator
we consider is

K 
q2� � e�q
2=�2

: (A2)

In (Euclidean) position space this is equivalent to introduc-
ing a term e��=�2

into the kernel. To extract the p2

coefficient, we expand all terms to that order. Focusing
on the p2 terms only gives

L eff � ��F����� (A3)
2We considered two different regulators, a general translation
invariant momentum cutoff satisfying very reasonable assump-
tions, and dimensional regularization. Our conclusions do not
depend on the explicit choice of regulator.
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(now � is in Minkowski space) where

F�z� � z�
g2

0N

4	2 zh�w� (A4)

with

h�w� �
Z 1

0
dxe�2x=w x

�x� 1�2

�
�1� x�

�
�

1

w
�

1

x� 1

�
x

�x� 1�2
�

1

2

x

w2�
x

x� 1

1

w

�
�

1

2

x
x� 1

�
1

2

x
w

�

(A5)

and w � �2=m2
 . The first term appearing in (A4) is the

tree result. By inspecting (A5) in the limit w 1 one can
see without much work that h�w�< 0 for smallw. A plot of
h�w� is shown in Fig. 5 for a larger range ofw. Note that for
0 � �2=m2

 � 1:1 the function h is negative.
Recalling the result from Sec. II that

P0�X� �
@F
@X

�2 (A6)

evaluated at ��X�,

P0�X � 0� � �2

�
1�

g2
0N

4	2 h
�

�2

m2
 

��
: (A7)

Inspecting the result (A7) for P0�X � 0�, we see that since
there is a range for �2=m2

 for which h < 0, then for each
�=m there exists a critical coupling g2

critN such that for
g2

0N > g2
critN, P0�X � 0�< 0.

Next we take the limit that both � and m are both very
large (say of the order the grand unification scale), but
holding w � �2=m2

 fixed at a value for which h�w�< 0.
We also choose g2

0N > g2
critN. Then the effective theory for

� far below the cutoff is

L eff � ��@���@��� V�����; (A8)

where � � �1� g2
0Nh��

2=m2
 �=4	2 > 0. Higher order

terms are suppressed by p2=�2 and are irrelevant.
-0.02

FIG. 5. h�w�. Note that h < 0 for a range of w � �2=m2
 . The

growth for large w is logarithmic.
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The above results were obtained using the exponential
regulator (A2). The conclusion that h < 0 for �2  m2

 is
true, however, for a general K. To see that, note that in the
limit �2  m2

 , the p-dependence of the two-point func-
tion is dominated by the factor K
�k� p�2=�2� in the
loop integral. The dominant contribution to h in this limit is
then

h
�

�2

m2
 

�
�
m2
 

�2

Z 1
0
dxxK
x�

�
K0
x� �

1

2
xK00
x�

�

� �
m2
 

2�2

Z 1
0
dxx2K02 < 0: (A9)
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To arrive at the second line we have integrated by parts and
assumed that x2KK0�x� ! 0 as x! 1. Thus h < 0 is
true quite generally.

We have shown that in a theory regulated by a general
function K�q2=�2�, a negative kinetic term for � can be
generated by choosing a large enough bare coupling g2

0N
and a value for m of order � such that h�z�< 0: For large
�, higher dimension operators are suppressed by �2. As
discussed in Sec. III, introducing other scalars coupled to
� can give rise to a minimum for P�X� by generating, at
the classical level, a correction to P�X� that is monotoni-
cally increasing.
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